We study integration along Bott-Samelson cycles. As an application the degree of a Schubert variety on a flag manifold G=B is evaluated in terms of certain Cartan numbers of G: r
Introduction
A fundamental invariant of a complex projective variety X CCP m is its degree, defined by
where k ¼ dim C X and kðX Þ is the restriction of the standard Kaehler form on CP m : The importance of this invariant is seen from its various interpretations [GH, p. 171] :
(1) If F is a polynomial system on CP m whose zero locus is X ; then deg X is the number of solutions to the system F ¼ 0 and G ¼ 0; where G is a general linear system on CP m of rank m À k; (2) deg X equals to the number of intersection points of X with a general linear subspace of complementary dimension; (3) The number k!deg X agrees with the volume of X : Let G be a compact connected Lie group and B the centralizer of a one-parameter subgroup. The flag manifold G=B ¼ fgB j gAGg of left cosets is a projective variety.
It admits a canonical partition into even dimensional closed cells, indexed by certain cosets of the Weyl group W of G; with each cell an algebraic variety, known as a Schubert variety [BGG, D1, D2] . The problem of finding the degrees of these varieties is of historical interest [K,HP] . In particular, Monk [Mo] asked the question for the complete flag variety UðnÞ=T n ; where UðnÞ is the unitary group of order n; and T n CUðnÞ a maximal torus.
The degrees of Schubert varieties are related to different topics. Historically, the degrees of Schubert varieties in the complex Grassmannian G n;k ¼ UðnÞ=UðkÞ Â Uðn À kÞ were seen by Schubert as the numbers of k-subspaces in C n satisfying certain geometric constraints [K] . It was shown in [DP] that the degrees of Schubert varieties in CS n ¼ SOð2nÞ=UðnÞ give rise to the solutions to problems on enumeration of the complex structures on the 2n-Euclidean space R 2n that satisfy certain system of coincidence conditions. Arguments based on degrees played key roles in the classification of cohomology endomorphisms of certain flag manifolds [H, Du2] . Again, in the case of complex Grassmannians, they correspond to the degrees of irreducible representations of symmetric groups [LS] .
We present in this paper both an algorithm and a formula, which express the degree of a Schubert variety in terms of certain Cartan numbers of G:
1.1. Geometry of Cartan subalgebra. Let LðGÞ be the Lie algebra of the Lie group G and TCG a fixed maximal torus. Equip LðGÞ with an inner product (,) so that the adjoint representation acts as isometries of LðGÞ: The Cartan subalgebra of G is the subspace LðTÞ of LðGÞ:
The restriction of the exponential map LðGÞ-G to LðTÞ defines a set P of m ¼ 1 2 ðdim G À nÞ hyperplanes in LðTÞ; where n ¼ dim T; namely, the set of singular hyperplanes through the origin in LðTÞ: The planes in P divide LðTÞ into finitely many convex cones, called the Weyl chambers of G: The reflections s of LðTÞ in the planes lAP generate the Weyl group W of G: Let FCLðTÞ be the root system associated to W [Hu] .
Fix, once and for all, a regular point aALðTÞ\ S lAP l: For a wAW let s be a straight line in LðTÞ from the Weyl chamber containing a to wðaÞ that crosses the planes l in P one at a time. We can assume that they are met in the order l 1 ; y; l k ; and set P w ¼ fl 1 ; y; l k g: We have (cf. [Han] ): Lemma 1. Let I : W -Z be the length function on W [BGG] . Then IðwÞ is the cardinality of P w : Furthermore, w ¼ s k 3 ? 3 s 1 ; where s i is the reflection of LðTÞ in the plane l i :
Denote by F þ CF for the set of positive roots relative to Àa [Hu, p. 48] .
Definition 1. Let b i AF þ be the root associated to l i AP w ; ipk: The ordered subset 
is called the Kaehler sequence of w: The k Â k (upper triangular) matrix A w ¼ ða i;j Þ with a i;j ¼ 0 if iXj and a i;j ¼ Àb i 3 b j if ioj is called the Cartan matrix of w:
Let Z½x 1 ; y; x k ¼ " rX0 Z½x 1 ; y; x k ðrÞ be the ring of integral polynomials in x 1 ; y; x k ; graded by jx i j ¼ 1; and let A ¼ ða i;j Þ be a k Â k strictly upper triangular integer matrix.
Definition 3. Define a homomorphism T A : Z½x 1 ; y; x k ðkÞ -Z recursively as follows:
(1) for hAZ½x 1 ; y; x kÀ1 ðkÞ ; T A ðhÞ ¼ 0;
ðkÀrÞ with rX1;
where A 0 is the (ðk À 1Þ Â ðk À 1Þ strictly upper triangular) matrix obtained from A by deleting the kth column and the kth row.
By additivity, T A is defined for every f AZ½x 1 ; y; x k ðkÞ using the unique expansion
Sh r x r k with h r AZ½x 1 ; y; x kÀ1 ðkÀrÞ :
-Z is given by
( where r 1 þ r 2 þ r 3 ¼ 3; and where T A 1 is calculated by Example 1.
1.3. The main result. Schubert varieties in G=T are parameterized by the Weyl group W ; and so can be denoted by X w ; wAW [BGG,Han] .
þ uALðTÞ is a strongly dominant weight [Hu, p. 70] . Let V be the representation of G with weight d: As is canonical, we regard G=T being embedded as an algebraic subvariety in the projective space of V ; as the orbit under G of a highest weight vector in V [BGG] .
Theorem. The degree of X w is given in terms of the Kaehler sequence b w and the Cartan matrix A w by
where the sum is over all r 1 þ ? þ r k ¼ k with r i X0; r 1 þ ? þ r i pi: Two generalizations of this result will be given in Section 8.
The theorem provides an effective algorithm of evaluating deg X w (cf. Section 2). It can also be translated as a closed formula as follows.
For a sequence ðr 1 ; y; r k Þ of k non-negative integers with Sr i ¼ k; let Cðr 1 ; y; r k Þ be the set of all strictly upper triangular k Â k matrices C ¼ ðc i;j Þ with non-negative integer entries satisfying 1.4. Historical remark. We recall a classical method of computing degrees and outline the history of the problem. For simplicity we consider Schubert varieties in G=T (rather than the general case G=B; where B is the centralizer of a general oneparameter subgroup in G).
The cycle class s w of X w in the cohomology ring H n ðG=TÞ is known as a Schubert class. The Basis Theorem for G=T [BGG] asserts
(1) The set fs w j wAW g of Schubert classes forms a basis for H n ðG=TÞ: Assume that s 1 ; y; s n AH 2 ðG=TÞ; n ¼ dim T; are all Schubert classes in dimension 2 (as is classical, rank H 2 ðG=TÞ ¼ dim T for a semi-simple G). By , the ring H n ðG=TÞ is torsion free and rationally it is generated by elements in dimension 2. Consequently (2) Each class s w can be written as a polynomial in s 1 ; y; s n (possibly, with rational coefficients).
In view of (2) the classes s 1 ; y; s n could be termed special Schubert classes for G=T: Another the immediate implication of (2) is that (3) The problem of expressing the product of two arbitrary Schubert classes in terms of Schubert classes can be reduced to the case where at least one is special [S] .
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The answer to (3) is covered by Chevalley's Pieri-type formula for G=T [Ch1] .
By (1) the sum of powers of the Kaehler class k of G=T is expressible in term of Schubert classes
The degree of X w is seen to be a w : Thus, according to (3), a repeated application of Pieri-type formula for G=T to the left-hand side of the equation can yield, in principle, the number deg X w ¼ a w in question. This is the method that Schubert (1886) used in finding the degrees of Schubert varieties in the complex Grassmannians. He developed a special case of Pieri's formula just for this purpose [K] . The results were vindicated by Hodge (1942) , using the same method, in the framework of modern intersection theory [HP] . Applying Monk's Pieri-type formula for UðnÞ=T n [Mo] , a combinatorial algorithm to evaluate the degrees for Schubert varieties in UðnÞ=T n was given by Lascoux-Schutzenberger [LS] . The following more general method was derived recursively from Chevalley's Pieri-type formula (cf. [LG, p. 142] 
(1) write the Kaehler class k of G=T in terms of simple roots D ¼ fa 1 ; y; a n g:
(2) decorate the Bruhat order on W as follows. Whenever wou is a cover, it is given by a reflection r a relative to some aAF þ : For each simple root a i ; draw an arrow w-u with weight b i Á a i 3 a;
(3) given a (saturated) chain in this structure from the identity to w; its weight is the product of the weights of the edges; (4) the degree of the Schubert variety X w is given as the sum of the weights of all such chains. This requires, beside Cartan numbers, all reduced decompositions of w and therefore seems difficult to implement. On the other hand, our formula expresses deg X w in terms of data that can be read from the geometry of the subset F w ¼ fb 1 ; y; b k gCLðTÞ:
The main body of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 3 we determine the cohomology of spherical bundles with a cross-section (Lemma 4). This will be used in Section 4 to describe the cohomology of twisted products of 2-spheres, a class of spaces that generalizes the classical Bott-Samelson cycles (Lemma 5, Proposition 1). Integration along a twisted product of 2-spheres is studied in Section 5 (Proposition 2). It is applied in Section 7, after recalling the Bott-Samelson resolution of a Schubert variety in Section 6, to give a proof of the main theorem. Two generalizations of the theorem are devoted to Section 8.
Computational examples
As examples of our method, consider the case of G 2 =T; where G 2 is the exceptional Lie group of rank 2. With dim LðTÞ ¼ 2; the singular lines, denoted by l i ; ip6; are depicted in Fig. 1 , with u i ; 1pip6; indicating the set of positive roots. Here, for convenience, we may take s ¼ ½a; wðaÞ; the segment from a to wðaÞ (cf. 1.1), unless w ¼ w 0 (the longest word).
Write s i for the reflection in l i ; and let aALðTÞ be as marked. We have, for instance, the following table:
wAW From Definition 3 one computes
With b w ¼ ð5; 2; 1Þ; the theorem yields deg X w ¼ 20:
In general a MATHEMATICA program to evaluate the operator 
Preliminaries in vector bundles
In this paper all homologies (resp. cohomologies) will have integer coefficients. If f : X -Y is a continuous map between two topological spaces, f * (resp. f n ) is the homology (resp. cohomology) map induced by f : Write S r for the r-dimensional sphere. If M is an oriented closed manifold (resp. a connected projective variety) ½MAH dim M ðMÞ stands for the orientation class. The Kronecker pairing, between cohomology and homology, will be denoted by /; S : H n Â H * -Z: Let p : E-M be an oriented, smooth, n-dimensional real vector bundle over an oriented manifold M: The spherical extension (or simply, the s-extension) of p consists of a pair of maps
in which (1) p s is the projection of the oriented sphere bundle E s associated to E"e (with respect to some Euclidean metric on E), where e is the trivial R-bundle over M; (2) s is the cross-section given by the zero section of p and the unit section of e: This construction is natural in the following sense. 
induced from the inclusion i : ðS n ; S n \zÞ-ðE s ; E s \sðMÞÞ we find
(1) /i n ðj n uÞ; ½S n S ¼ 1:
By Theorem 11.3 in [MS] (2) the composition of the two restricted homomorphisms We infer from the Gysin sequence of p s that x is uniquely characterized by these properties and that H n ðE s Þ; as a module over H n ðMÞ; has the basis f1; xg: To determine the ring structure of H n ðE s Þ it remains to express x 2 in term of the basis f1; xg: Let J : E s -E s be the involution induced by the map E"e-E"e by ðv; tÞ/ðv; ÀtÞ; vAE; tAe: Since J reverses the orientation on each fiber sphere we have, by (1) 
Twisted product of 2-spheres
In this section, we work in the category of pointed spaces and continuous maps preserving the base point. The following definition singles out a class spaces in which we are particularly interested.
Definition 4. A smooth manifold M is called an oriented twisted product of 2-spheres of rank k, denoted by M ¼ p 1pipk S 2 ; if there is a tower of smooth maps
in which
(1) M 1 is diffeomorphic to S 2 with an orientation; (2) p i is the projection of an oriented smooth S 2 bundle over M i ; (3) p i has a fixed cross section s i ; 1pipk À 1: Let X 3Y be the one point union of the pointed spaces X and Y : For M ¼ p 1pipk S 2 set S The following lemma follows from Lemma 4 together with induction on k:
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where e i is a polynomial in x 1 ; y; x iÀ1 : In particular, the set of monomials fx i 1 ?x i s j 1pi 1 o?oi s pkg constitutes an additive basis for the graded Z-module H n ðMÞ:
For degree reasons the polynomials e i 's are all homogeneous of degree 1 in x 1 ; y; x iÀ1 ; i.e. e i ¼ a 1;i x 1 þ ? þ a iÀ1;i x iÀ1 ; a i;j AZ; 1pipk:
With a i;j ¼ 0 for iXj being understood, the strictly upper triangular matrix A ¼ ðÀa i;j Þ kÂk will be called the structure matrix of M ¼ p 1pipk S 2 :
Remark 3. Speaking of the structure matrix A of M ¼ p 1pipk S 2 ; condition (2) in Definition 4 matters considerably. A change of orientation on p iÀ1 has the effect of altering the sign of the ith row and the ith column of A:
Lemma 4 allows one to construct twisted product of spheres with desired cohomology properties. Proposition 1. Any strictly upper triangular matrix with integer entries can be realized as the structure matrix of a twisted product of 2-spheres.
Proof. Our construction uses the well known fact that the infinite complex projective space CP N serves as the Eilenberg-MacLane space KðZ; 2Þ: Let g s -CP N be the sextension of the real reduction of the Hopf line bundle g over CP N with the induced orientation, and let ½X ; CP N be the set of homotopy classes of smooth maps from a smooth manifold X into CP N : For a given A ¼ ða i;j Þ kÂk (a i;j ¼ 0 for iXj), by setting M 1 ¼ S 2 ; and letting 
where ½MAH 2k ðMÞ ¼ Z is the orientation class. As indicated by the notation, the operator R M can be interpreted as ''integration along M'' in De Rham theory. In view of discussions in [Du1] , the effective computability of enumerative problems on M concerns the following problem.
Problem. For an
The solution to this problem brings us the operator T A introduced in Section 1.
Proposition 2. If M has the structure matrix
Consider the fibration S 2 CMp kÀ1 M kÀ1 as in Definition 4. Clearly M kÀ1 is a twisted product of 2-spheres of rank k À 1; whose structure matrix A 0 can be obtained from A by deleting the kth column and kth row. The natural inclusion Z½M kÀ1 ¼ Z½x 1 ; y; x kÀ1 -Z½M ¼ Z½x 1 ; y; x k by x i /x i ; ipk À 1; preserves both the grade and ideal, hence yields, when passing to the quotients, the induced map 
x 1 ?x kÀ1 ¼ 1 with respect to the natural orientation on M kÀ1 by Lemma 5, and since the two operators Z
M kÀ1
: Z½x 1 ; y; x kÀ1 ðkÀ1Þ -Z;
This proves (3) for the case r ¼ 1:
If rX2; then hx r k hðÀe k Þ rÀ1 x k modðr M Þ by the relation q k ; where
With hðÀe k Þ rÀ1 AZ½x 1 ; y; x kÀ1 ; we get (3) from its special case r ¼ 1: & Proposition 2 clearly follows from Lemma 6, which implies that Definition 3, that characterizes the operator T A ; is also satisfied by R M :
Bott-Samelson cycles and Schubert varieties
We recall two methods to construct the classical Bott-Samelson cycles, as well as the Bott-Samelson resolutions of Schubert varieties. The first of these comes from the pull-back construction of twisted product of 2-spheres which is suited for computation in characteristic classes [HPT] . The second is due originally to Bott and Samelson [BS1, BS2] . We show that these two constructions are identical (cf. Lemma 8).
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6.1. Preliminaries. Since the point aALðTÞ is regular, the adjoint representation yields a smooth embedding j : G=T-LðGÞ by jðgTÞ ¼ Ad g ðaÞ; with jðx 0 Þ ¼ a and x 0 ¼ TAG=T: We identify G=T with its j image in LðGÞ (as in [BS2] ).
Assume that the set F þ of positive roots (cf. 1.1) is ordered by fu 1 ; y; u m g: The Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra LðGÞ relative to TCG is LðGÞ ¼ LðTÞ "
where F i is the root space, viewed as a real 2-plane, belonging to the root u i AF þ [Hu, p. 35] . Let [,] be the Lie bracket on LðGÞ: We make a simultaneous choice of orientations on each F i by the following rule: take a v i AF i \f0g; and let v We quote from [HPT] for relevant information concerning the embedding G=TCLðGÞ:
(6.1) The subspaces F 1 "?"F m and LðTÞ of LðGÞ are tangent and normal to G=T at a; respectively; (6.2) The tangent bundle to G=T has a canonical orthogonal decomposition into the sum of m integrable 2-plane bundles E 1 "?"E m with E i ðaÞ ¼ F i and if x ¼ Ad g ðaÞAG=T;
3) The leaf of the integrable subbundle E i through a point xAG=T; denoted by S i ðxÞ; is a 2-sphere.
In view of (6.2) and (6.3) we adopt the following convention.
Convention.
Each bundle E i is oriented such that the identification E i ðaÞ ¼ F i is orientation preserving. Let the 2-sphere S i ðxÞ have the orientation inherited from that on the 2-plane E i ðxÞ:
For i; 1pipm; let tðE i Þ ¼ fðx; yÞAG=T Â G=T j xAG=T; yAS i ðxÞg: The map p i : tðE i Þ-G=T defined by p i ðx; yÞ ¼ x; ðx; yÞAtðE i Þ;
is an oriented 2-sphere bundle projection with S i ðxÞ as the fiber over xAG=T: It admits a ready-made cross-section s i : G=T-tðE i Þ by s i ðxÞ ¼ ðx; xÞ and a transfer map g i : tðE i Þ-G=T by g i ðx; yÞ ¼ y: Clearly we have
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Lemma 7. The pair of maps p i : tðE i Þ-G=T and s i : G=T-tðE i Þ is the s-extension of the 2-plane bundle E i -G=T:
6.2. The first construction. We construct, for an ordered sequence of k integers 1pj 1 ; y; j k pm and a point xAG=T; an oriented twisted product of 2-spheres Sðx; j 1 ; y; j k Þ together with a smooth map j j 1 ;y;j k : Sðx; j 1 ; y; j k Þ-G=T by induction on k: To start with, let Sðx; jÞ be the oriented sphere S j ðxÞ with j j the natural inclusion S j ðxÞCG=T: Assume next that the map j j 1 ;y;j kÀ1 : Sðx; j 1 ; y; j kÀ1 Þ-G=T has been defined. Let p kÀ1 : Sðx; j 1 ; y; j k Þ-Sðx; j 1 ; y; j kÀ1 Þ be the induced bundle of p j k : tðE j k Þ-G=T via j j 1 ;y;j kÀ1 : The cross section s j k furnishes p kÀ1 with a cross section and the obvious bundle map over j j 1 ;y;j kÀ1 followed by the transfer g j k gives rise to the desired map j j 1 ;y;j k : 6.3. The second construction (cf. [BS2, ). For each root u i AF þ let K i CG be the stabilizer of the singular plane l i CLðTÞ under the adjoint action of G on LðGÞ; where l i is the singular plane corresponding to the root u i : For an ordered sequence of k integers 1pj 1 ; y; j k pm one forms the products Kðj 1 ; y; j k Þ ¼ K j 1 Â ? Â K j k : Since TCK i for each i; the group TðkÞ ¼ T Â ? Â T (k factors) acts on Kðj 1 ; y; j k Þ from the right by
This defines Kðj 1 ; y; j k Þ as a TðkÞ-principal bundle, whose base manifold is called
The point in the base corresponding to ðc 1 ; y; c k ÞAKðj 1 ; y; j k Þ is denoted by ½c 1 ; y; c k :
6.4. Relationship between Sða; j 1 ; y; j k Þ and Gðj 1 ; y; j k Þ. By [BS2, we find that f is a map into Sða; j 1 ; y; j k Þ: Since f is constant along each TðkÞ orbit, it induces a smooth map from the orbit space % f : Gðj 1 ; y; j k Þ-Sða; j 1 ; y; j k Þ:
Lemma 8. % f is a diffeomorphism. Furthermore, the structure matrix A ¼ ða st Þ of Sða; j 1 ; y; j k Þ is a st ¼ Àu j s 3 u j t ; sot:
Proof. If ðy 1 ; y; y k ÞASða; j 1 ; y; j k Þ; then y 1 AS j 1 ðaÞ implies that y 1 ¼ Ad c 1 ðaÞ for some c 1 AK j 1 by (6.4); y 2 AS j 2 ðy 1 Þ ¼ Ad c 1 S j 2 ðaÞ ((6.5)) implies that y 2 ¼ Ad c 1 c 2 ðaÞ for some c 2 AK j 2 by (6.4); y: Summarizing % f is surjective. Assume now that % fð½c 1 ; y; c k Þ ¼ % fð½c Since % f satisfies % fðK j s =TÞ ¼ S j s ðaÞ; 1pspk by (6.4), the additive basis fK j s =T j 1pspkg of H 2 ðGðj 1 ; y; j k ÞÞ employed by Bott and Samelson [BS2] corresponds naturally to the additive basis fS j s ðaÞ j 1pspkg of H 2 ðSða; j 1 ; y; j k ÞÞ (cf. Section 4). The second assertion comes now from Proposition 4.2 in [BS2] . & 6.5. The Bott-Samelson resolution of a Schubert variety. For a wAW with a root sequence F w ¼ fb 1 ; y; b k g; we may assume b i ¼ u i ; ipk (since F w CF þ by Definition 1). Abbreviate the composition w 3 j 1;y;k : Sða; 1; y; kÞ -j 1;y;k G=T -w G=T
by j w : S w -G=T; where, by considering G=T as a submanifold of LðGÞ via the embedding j; the standard action of Weyl group W on G=T is given (in terms of the W action on LðTÞ) as
The map j w 3 % f : Gð1; y; kÞ-G=T is easily seen to be
This is precisely the so-called K-cycle (associated to the segment s taken in 1.1) constructed by Bott and Samelson in 1958 [BS2, pp. 1000 -1001 . Let K be the complexification of G and P be a Borel subgroup in K containing T: It was proved by Hansen [Han] in 1973 that, under the natural isomorphism G=T ¼ K=P; j w 3 % f is a resolution of the Schubert variety X w associated to wAW : Since then the map j w 3 % f is well known as a Bott-Samelson resolution of the Schubert variety X w :
Since % f is a diffeomorphism, combining Lemma 8 with the discussion above gives the following result.
Proposition 3. Let X w CG=T be the Schubert varieties corresponding to wAW :
(1) The map j w : S w -G=T is a Bott-Samelson resolution of X w ; (2) The structure matrix for S w is A w ; the Cartan matrix of w:
Remark 5. In 1954 Bruhat discovered for classical Lie groups K that K=P had a cell decomposition, each cell being isomorphic as an algebraic variety which is currently known as a Schubert variety. This was soon proved to be the case for all reductive algebraic linear groups by Chevalley [Ch2] . According to Hansen [Han] , we have an alternative definition of Schubert varieties in G=T for compact G (without referring to its complexification) as
where the subgroups K 1 ; y; K k can be selected from the segment s (cf. 1.1) and their simplicity is indicated by K i =T ¼ S i ðaÞ; a 2-sphere (cf. (6.4) ).
There are approaches to Bott-Samelson resolutions of Schubert varieties in the context of the theory of algebraic groups [De 2 ;FP,LG] . However, with our choice, the original construction and computation of Bott and Samelson are directly applicable (as in 2) of Lemma 8. expressed as
For wAW with F w ¼ fb 1 ; y; b k g; let j w : S w -M be a Bott-Samelson resolution of X w : Analogue to Lemma 9 one can show that
where
The same computation as that in the proof of the theorem proves
1 ?x r k k Þ; where the summation is over all r 1 þ ? þ r k ¼ k; r i X0; r 1 þ ? þ r i pi:
Assume now that yALðTÞ\f0g is a singular point lying in exactly k of the singular hyperplanes l 1 ; y; l n ; say yAl 1 -?-l k ; where l i corresponds to the simple root u i AD: Let B y be the centralizer of the one-parameter subgroup fexpðtyÞ j tARg in G: By considering T as a maximal torus of B y ; the Weyl group W y of B y ; generated by the set of reflections fr i j k þ 1pipng; is a subgroup of W : Identify the set W =W y of left cosets of W y in W with the subset of W :
W ðyÞ ¼ fwAW j Iðw 0 ÞXIðwÞ for all w 0 AwW y g:
Consider the standard fibration p : G=T-G=B y ; and set B w ¼ pðX w Þ; wAW ðyÞ: The union S W ðyÞ B w dominates G=B y by a cell complex [BGG] . Furthermore, B w is a subvariety, i.e. the Schubert variety in G=B y associated to wAW ðyÞ:
Since p restricts to a degree 1 map X w -B w between projective varieties (cf. [BGG, 5.3 . Corollary]) we have the following result that reduces the computation of degðB w Þ to the cases considered by Proposition 4.
Proposition 5. Let k be a Kaehler class on G=B y : Then degðB w Þ ¼ degðX w ; p n ðkÞÞ; wAW ðyÞ:
Concluding remarks
One of the aims in this paper is to bring a linkage from the original construction and computation in [BS2] to problems in enumerative geometry. Forty years ago Bott and Samelson constructed the celebrated Bott-Samelson resolution of a Schubert variety X w ; a degree 1 map j w from a twisted product S w of 2-spheres onto X w [BS2, De 2 ; Han] . This implies that the intersection theory on X w can be interpreted as part of the intersection theory on S w via the homomorphism induced by j w : However, the latter is easier to work with for the following reasons (cf. [BS2, De 2 ]):
(a) the space S w admits a natural cell decomposition in which the closure of each cell is again a twisted product of 2-spheres; (b) the cohomology of S w is a polynomial ring Z½x 1 ; y; x k generated by x 1 ; y; x k in dimension 2, subject to relations all in dimension 4 (Lemma 5).
These ideas were used by Bott and Samelson to show that the integral cohomology of G=T is torsion free and over rationals is generated by elements in dimension 2 [BS1] ; applied by Demazure [De 2 ] to provide full proofs of results in Chevalley's famous paper [Ch1] . Our present work applies the same idea to the evaluation of the degree of a Schubert variety. Recall that our computation takes place on S w rather than on X w :
The operators T A ; which originated from [Du1] , in principle determines the intersection products on S w ; and more generally, on p 1pipk S 2 : They correspond to the divided difference operators on a flag manifold G=T; found at the same time by Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand [BGG] and by Demazure [De 2 ]. It can also be used to write a Littlewood-Richardson rule for multiplying Schubert classes (cf. [FP, Section 9.10] ). This will be the theme of a subsequent work.
